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The teaching or rules on marriage is one of these issues. This essay takes insight into teaching and rules on marriage
both from Christianity and Judaism.

Like their Reform colleagues, the Conservative rabbis also stipulate that both partners to a same-sex
relationship must be Jews if they are to be married in Conservative auspices. Protestantism in general does not
require the celibacy of its clergy and allows, or even encourages, clerical marriage Baghbani ,  It requires
particular attention on the part of couples and their pastors. Couples entering into a mixed marriage are usually
allowed to marry in a Catholic church provided they have embraced the following principles: They have
chosen to marry of their own accord with no external pressure They intend to remain together for life They
intend to be faithful to each other They intend to have children if the bride is of childbearing age When one
member of the couple is not a Catholic, a dispensation is required for a mixed marriage to take place. Right
action[ edit ] Faith versus good deeds[ edit ] This section does not cite any sources. Others consider the main
goal of marriage to be the formation of a family that gives rise to a new generation of healthy and pious
Muslims Elahi and Malakutifar Sh,  Even more controversial is the issue of abortion. When it came to the next
big step, gay marriage, the task for non-Orthodox rabbis, though difficult, became mainly technical. In Islam,
marriage is a dear deed to God and is consistent with human nature. Why some gay couples want marriage is
understandable. The least likely American group to marry at all, Jews marry, when they do marry, at an older
age, which means that their marriages produce disproportionately even fewer children, if any. There are also
limitations in regard to marriage between Muslims and the People of the Book. After all, no reinterpretation of
halakhah is needed to justify the age-old process that uniquely produces new Jews from old, a process ritually
mandatory on both partners and mandatory, for most of Jewish history, on all Jewish men of marriageable age.
Although some authorities[ who? Ideally, a person should marry by the age of twenty. The legal innovations
are subtle and easy to miss. Religion was created to explain and console people on the world and how it
works. Marriage in Islam Marriage and family are the most important social institutions. Overall, many
scholars agree that the ideal age of marriage for boys is eighteen and for girls fifteen Ahmad Panahi Sh, 
Allowing religion to affect laws limits people's freedoms. The first condition refers to a declaration of consent
in the presence of at least two witnesses accompanied by the giving of a marital gift. Similarly with the ban on
homoerotic conduct in Leviticus , which has received too much attention from Jews, from non-Jews, and from
the mainstream media. In a wedding without Mass, the Liturgy of the Eucharist is missed out. Islam and
Family Sociology. The temptation to religious indifference can then arise. Marriage already existed
pre-Leviticus, usually monogamous but, for the rich, also potentially polygamous. Shahid Motahhari holds the
view that polygamy is not prohibited in Christianity. It is all too well known that marriage in general, in
America and everywhere in the West, is in a condition of crisis. This is the movement to advocate, create, and
legalize the institution of gay marriage. Overall, both marriage and monasticism are ways to holiness Anzimat
al-ahwal ,  As for the ultra-Orthodox, demographers observe that no matter how furiously they reproduce, their
numbers start from such a small base that their offspring cannot begin to replace the lost generations until long
after a radical contraction will have taken place. Religion also makes marriage a sacrament and introduces
special principles for it beyond the natural principles. Until 56 to 91 days sources differ a baby in the mother's
womb is considered an embryo, and embryos cannot sense pain. God's existence is a given in Judaism, and not
something that most authorities see as a matter of required belief. Based on the aforementioned issues,
scholars argue that although Islam permits marriage at any stage of life, an examination of the goals and
functions of marriage reveal that a suitable age for marriage is early youth. To this list of social disasters,
many would add the divorce rate, although that rate rose to its present level almost two decades before the fall
in the birthrate for married couples. Communion rite: The Lord's Prayer is said which is followed by a nuptial
blessing. In all these religions, a marriage ceremony is performed with special rituals, and a specific contract is
pronounced in a holy language. Pre-Leviticus marriage rules created and extended kinship structure and family
relationships, noting consequences for children born of illicit sexual intercourse between parents who
disobeyed the laws banning adultery and incest. Leviticus The new laws do not impose a higher level of virtue
or sanctity. Indeed, Allah is ever Knowing and Acquainted [with all things].


